1. **General (non-topical) discographies.** Classify general discographies of music in ML156+. Classify general discographies of non-music sound recordings, as well as general discographies that include both music and non-music sound recordings, in ZA4750.

   Note: For purposes of this instruction sheet, discographies are lists or catalogs of sound recordings in any format, including discs, tapes, etc.

2. **Topical discographies of music.** Classify topical music discographies in ML156.4.

3. **Topical non-music discographies.** Classify topical lists of non-music sound recordings with the appropriate topics in classes B-L and N-Z.

   Unless other provisions have already been made for the topic in question, provide for discographies under topics by adding the following development under the caption **Study and teaching:**

   .A1-Z8 General works
   .Z9 Catalogs of audiovisual materials

   Do not classify discographies in the **General works** number or in a **General special** number for the topic in question.